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Agnico Eagle is a senior Canadian gold mining company, producing precious metals since 1957. 
Our operating mines are located in Canada, Australia, Finland and Mexico, with a pipeline of  
high-quality exploration and development projects in each of these regions, as well as in the  
United States.

Agnico Eagle is a partner of choice within the mining industry, recognized globally for its leading 
environmental, social and governance practices.
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About This Summary Report
The theme of Agnico Eagle’s 2022 Sustainability Report, 
“We Make Mining Work”, reflects our long-standing 
approach to doing business – which is to responsibly 
develop mineral resources for the benefit of all. We 
believe that in order for mining to work, it must work for 
all stakeholders. It is the way we have done business for 
over 65 years; it is the way we intend to do business for 
decades to come. We will continue to collaborate with our 
stakeholders to create growth and prosperity, helping key 
stakeholders to benefit from our mining experience.

This report is intended to provide a summary of  
Agnico Eagle’s oversight, strategy, practices and risk 
management approach to key environmental, social  
and governance (ESG) areas and to highlight key 
sustainability performance information.

This report reflects performance from January 1 to 
December 31, 2022, of mining assets under Agnico Eagle’s 
operating control as of December 31, 2022. More detailed 
performance data is available in our full 2022 Sustainability 
Report and in our sustainability performance workbook 
available on our website. Unless otherwise specified, all 
funds are reported in USD and all information in this report 
is as of December 31, 2022

Sustainability is a fundamental consideration during all 
phases of operations from exploration to reclamation. 
We assess potential impacts, risks and opportunities 
associated with our activities across the whole life cycle 
of our projects and operations, including the potential 
impacts of possible acquisition and divestiture decisions. 

We are committed to implementing standards developed 
through international initiatives, principles, codes, and 
programs to which Agnico Eagle is a signatory. In 2022, 
we conducted a gap analysis for all newly acquired 
operating sites and developed an action plan for each 
site to ensure implementation is completed within the 
designated timelines.

Our Sustainability Commitment
At the core of our Sustainable Development Policy, we are committed to creating value for our shareholders 
while operating in a safe, socially and environmentally responsible manner, contributing to the prosperity of our 
employees, their families and our operating communities, and respecting the human rights, cultures, customs and 
values of those impacted by our activities.

Respect for 
Employees
We aim to maintain a 
safe and healthy work 
environment that is 
based on mutual respect, 
fairness and integrity.

Respect for 
Environment
We aim to eliminate, minimize 
and mitigate impacts of our 
operations on the environment 
and maintain its viability 
and diversity.

Operate a Safe and 
Healthy Workplace
We believe that all accidents/
incidents are preventable. 
We aim to operate a safe and 
healthy workplace that is injury 
and fatality free. We believe 
that if we all work together, we 
can achieve zero accidents in 
the workplace and enhance 
the well-being of employees, 
contractors, and communities.

Respect for 
Community
We aim to contribute to 
the social and economic 
development of sustainable 
communities associated  
with our operations.
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Operations At-a-Glance Agnico Eagle has established a valuable 
reputation for staying true to our mission, 
faithfully executing our business strategy, 
and delivering measured, responsible, 
growth.

 1. Meadowbank Complex
 2. Meliadine Mine
 3. LaRonde Complex
 4. Canadian Malartic Mine (50% interest)
 5. Goldex Mine
 6. Detour Lake Mine
 7. Macassa Mine
 8.  Pinos Altos Complex
 9. La India Mine
 10. Kittila Mine
 11. Fosterville Mine

  Mining  
Operations

  Exploration  
Projects

   Yamana  
Transaction

 12. Hope Bay
 13. Hammond Reef
 14. Kirkland Lake Regional
 15. Timmins East Properties
 16. Santa Gertrudis
 17. Northern Territory

 18.  Canadian Malartic Complex
 19. Wasamac Gold Project

3.14M
Gold (in ounces)

2.29M
Silver (in ounces)

8.20k
Zinc (in tonnes)

2.90k
Copper (in tonnes)

2022 PRODUCTION1
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1.  2022 production at Detour Lake, Macassa and Fosterville is for the period from February 8, 2022 to December 31, 2022. Includes Canadian Malartic Mine 
production (50%).
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Messages from Leadership

“  Throughout our sustainability reporting, we highlight 
the work we are undertaking to ensure the benefits of 
mining endure well beyond the life of our mines. We 
discuss our efforts to support the social and economic 
infrastructure that is so vital to enhancing the quality of 
life in our host communities. We also describe where we 
have faced challenges, and the actions we are taking  
to maintain Agnico Eagle’s standards of excellence."

  Ammar Al-Joundi 
President and Chief Executive Officer

“  We make mining work for Agnico Eagle stakeholders 
by building trust, sharing opportunities, and operating 
with respect for others. We take our sustainability 
commitments seriously and work hard to be a good 
employer, a good neighbour and a welcome member  
of the communities where we operate.”

  Carol Plummer 
Executive Vice President, Operational Excellence

“  It’s key that no matter where we work in the world, 
we apply the same best practices to sustainability. 
Ensuring that the company, and the people 
responsible for sustainability, have a framework in 
place allows us to measure and demonstrate our 
progress. Both investors and employees can look to 
that framework to see how we are doing.”

  Deborah McCombe 
Member, Agnico Eagle Board of Directors, Chair of 
the Health, Safety, Environment and Sustainable 
Development (HSESD) Committee
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Our approach to sustainability is a fundamental consideration during all phases of operations from exploration to reclamation. 
We assess potential impacts, risks and opportunities associated with our activities across the whole life cycle of our projects and 
operations, including the potential impacts of possible acquisition and divestiture decisions. We are committed to implementing 
standards developed through international initiatives, principles, codes, and programs to which Agnico Eagle is a signatory. 

Our Approach 

Risk Management and 
Monitoring System

The Risk Management and Monitoring System (RMMS) 
is the foundation for managing the commitments made 
in our Sustainable Development Policy and under 
the international initiatives, principles, codes, and 
programs to which we adhere. Our RMMS is aligned 
to the ISO 14001 Environmental Management System 
and the ISO 45001 Occupational Health and Safety 
Management Systems. 

External Commitments  
and Frameworks

• Towards Sustainable Mining

• International Cyanide Management Code 

• Conflict-Free Gold Standard 

• Responsible Gold Mining Principles 

• Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights

• Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures

• The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals

• CDP

• Workforce Disclosure Initiative

RMMS
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We are committed to not only meeting, but going beyond, regulatory requirements for 
health, safety, environmental, social and governance matters. With the expertise of 
the Agnico Eagle team, and our strong regional focus in some of the most politically 
stable jurisdictions in the world, we firmly believe we will continue to demonstrate 
clear leadership not only in sustainability, but in all aspects of our business.
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Committed to the UN Sustainable  
Development Goals
The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs) are a universal 
set of 17 goals, 169 targets and 230 related indicators aimed at eliminating poverty, 
protecting the environment, and providing a blueprint for peace and prosperity for 
our society. We recognize that we have a role to play in contributing to the UN SDGs 
and a responsibility to enhance the quality of life in the areas where we operate. 
Agnico Eagle’s work contributes directly and indirectly to each of the 17 UN SDGs, 
however the significance of our potential impact varies. We will continue to work on 
defining priorities and goals related to the UN SDGs and further integrating them in 
our business strategy. The following pages cover many key UN SDGs relevant to 
our activities and impacts. For a complete list consult our UN SDG webpage.

Examples of related commitments and impacts
UN SDG Our Commitments Our Impacts

Climate Action We are taking action to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions by improving 
our overall energy efficiency and by 
implementing our climate strategy.

Our combined emission intensity (0.4 tonnes of CO2e for every 
ounce of gold in 2022) and our net emissions (1.2 M tonnes of 
CO2e) have stabilized over the last few years. We are working 
to decarbonize our operations and reduce our overall carbon 
footprint in order to achieve net-zero by 2050.

Decent Work and 
Economic Growth

We promote social economic growth 
in the regions where we operate by 
providing high-quality employment 
opportunities and having community 
investment programs that target 
initiatives supporting local economic 
development, even after mining ceases.

We continue to increase our local procurement spend with a 
combined spend of over $1.4 billion in 2022. Local employment 
in many of our operating regions exceeds 85%. Several career 
development programs, training and recruitment initiatives such 
as Sanajiksanut focus on building future leaders within local 
communities and providing high-quality employment in the regions 
where we operate. 

Good Health and 
Well-Being

Ensure our workforce has the 
knowledge, tools and training necessary 
to perform their duties in an optimal 
and safe manner. Develop well-being 
programs to promote and support 
healthy lives.

Our improved accident frequency was overshadowed by the loss 
of one of our contractors in Ontario. We have several ongoing 
programs aimed at mitigating risks, reducing the numbers of 
injuries on site and addressing the wellness of our employees. In 
2022, we continued to target community investments to support 
vulnerable groups and support health care research.

Life on Land Under the Biodiversity Conservation 
Protocol of the TSM initiative, each of 
our mines is tasked with finding ways 
to contribute to the preservation of 
biodiversity and to leave as small an 
ecological footprint as possible.

The total area physically disturbed by mining activity is approximately  
11 thousand hectares for our operations. We continue to rehabilitate 
areas where mining activity has ceased and collaborate on 
biodiversity-related research initiatives.
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Examples of Initiatives that Contribute to the UN SDGs

Composting Programs 

Agnico Eagle has composting programs 
at several mining operations. These 
programs have a variety of benefits 
depending on the location such as 
reducing waste, providing organic 
material to support revegetation, and 
reducing GHG emissions.

SDG 9.4, 12.5

Digitizing Operations for 
Improved Safety

Our mines are technology trendsetters, 
investing in the latest digital cellular and 
automation solutions to improve safety 
and provide better working conditions 
for our employees. In Northern Ontario, 
we supported building a 5G LTE public 
network bringing more than 180km of 
connectivity to the local community with 
8 new wireless towers.

SDG 3.6, 11.2

Supporting Vulnerable Populations

We continue to provide support to 
vulnerable groups throughout our 
communities, including sponsoring 
a foodshare program that distributes 
food to nearly 13,000 people in need 
across Central Victoria, Australia 
and holding food drive collections 
in Northern Ontario. In 2022, we 
contributed $5.6 M in health-related 
community investments across the 
organization. 

SDG 2.1, 3.3, 11.1

Advocating for Clean Energy 
Infrastructure Projects

Agnico Eagle is a supporter of the 
proposed Kivalliq Hydro-Fibre Link 
that would deliver reliable renewable 
energy and broadband internet 
service to the Kivalliq Region of 
Nunavut from Manitoba. Agnico 
Eagle is in frequent communication 
with the Inuit-led development 
partner for this project to support its 
technical studies and preparation of 
its business case. 

SDG 9.1, 11.6, 13.1, 13.3

Scholarship and Development Program 
in Memory of Dr. Leanne Baker

Agnico Eagle has created a Scholarship 
and Development Program in memory of 
Dr. Leanne Baker, which is designed to 
support the advancement of women in the 
Company through a two-year mentorship 
and training programs.

SDG 4.4, 5.5

Goldex-Manitou Project

In partnerships with the Quebec 
government, the Goldex-Manitou 
project is using alkaline tailings 
produced by the Goldex mill 
to rehabilitate the abandoned 
contaminated Manitou tailings site. 
As the rehabilitation progresses, 
many species of flora and fauna have 
returned to the surrounding wetlands.

SDG 6.6, 15.1, 15.5, 17.17

Environmental Research and 
Development

Agnico Eagle supports various 
R&D projects including projects 
that support mining restoration, 
biodiversity and integration of 
climate change into mine design.

SDG 9.5, 12.5, 13.1, 15.5, 17.17
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The COLOUR VERSION of the Sustainable Development Goals 
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Innovation for Soil Restoration

Agnico Eagle takes pride in our 
innovative approaches to sustainable 
management and efficient use of 
natural resources including soil 
restoration. Following the successful 
2019-2021 Cattle Soil Regeneration 
program, the team at Agnico Eagle 
Mexico has introduced hens at 
a Creston Mascota rock storage 
facility with the aim of using a similar 
process to restore soil and promote 
plant growth in 2022. 
 
SDG 12.2, 15.3
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Our Performance, Objectives and Targets 

We hold ourselves accountable for improved performance over time, ensuring 
rigorous and progressive oversight of high-performance standards in health, 
safety, environment and community relations.
We set sustainability goals that align with Agnico Eagle’s business strategy and sustainable development 
commitments. By delivering on these goals, we can continue to build our production base and generate increased 
value for shareholders, while making meaningful contributions to the social, environmental and economic well-being 
of employees and communities.

 Favourable   Unfavourable   Neutral

  
Health, Safety and Wellness 2020 2021 2022 Performance2

Total Recordable Injury Frequency3 6.54 5.26 4.84

Employee Total Recordable Injury Frequency4 4.56 2.98 3.71

Fatalities 0 1 1

 
 Environmental Stewardship 2020 2021 2022 Performance

Total tonnes CO2e
5 1,043k 1,180k 1,175k

CO2e/oz5 0.37 0.37 0.40

Total Water Recycled 79% 78% 78%

Significant Spills 0 0 0

   
Our People 2020 2021 2022 Performance

Proportion of Women in the Workforce5 14% 15% 15%

Local Employment 59% 68% 61%

Indigenous Employees6 410 647 694

 
 Communities 2020 2021 2022 Performance

Number of Significant Disputes 0 1 0

Operations Payments to Local Suppliers7 1.24B 1.58B 1.36B

2. Performance is based on targets or where targets are absent three-year performance trends. 
3. Per 1,000,000 hours worked by employees and contractors. Excludes former Kirkland Lake Gold sites for 2020-2021.
4. Per 1,000,000 hours worked by employees. Excludes former Kirkland Lake Gold sites for 2020-2021.
5. Values for 2020–2021 have been restated to reflect updated methodology and ensure consistency with year-over-year reporting.
6. Value for 2020 excludes former Kirkland Lake Gold sites. Trend performance is adjusted to two years for comparability.
7. Values for 2020 have been restated to ensure consistency with year-over-year reporting.

Performance Metrics
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Our Objectives and Targets
 Achieved → Ongoing ... Delayed  Not Achieved

Topic 2022 Objective 2022 Status 2023 Objectives

  Health, Safety and Wellness 
We aim to operate a safe and healthy workplace that is injury and fatality free.

Injury Frequency Achieve a Global Combined 
Frequency8 below 4.45

3.85

Fatalities Zero fatalities Zero fatalities

Total Employee Field Engagements
NEW OBJECTIVE

Year-over-year increase in the 
number of “Boots in the Field” visits

Critical Risk Management
NEW OBJECTIVE

Year-over-year reduction in the 
number of significant incidents

Mental Health 
NEW OBJECTIVE

Year-over-year reduction in number 
of short-term and long-term 
disabilities related to mental and 
psychological health

Long-Term Objective & Goals9 
Toward Zero Accidents: Reduction of 25% in both global combined and total recordable incident frequencies over a period of 5 years

8. Global Combined Frequency includes lost-time and restricted work incidents for employees and contractors over 1,000,000 hours worked. 
9. Long-term objectives and goals have timeline of 3 to 10 years.

LaRonde Zone 5 mine (Quebec, Canada).
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Topic 2022 Objective 2022 Status 2023 Objectives

  Environmental Stewardship 
We aim to eliminate, minimize and mitigate impacts of our operations on the environment.

Environmental Compliance Implement Environmental Incident 
Standard at the sites and prepare for 
internal audit in 2023

→ Continue to implement the 
Environmental Incident Corporate 
Standard at the sites with a focus on 
the newer sites in the organization

Achieve zero major or critical/
extreme environmental incidents

Achieve zero major or critical/
extreme environmental incidents

Water Stewardship Begin implementation of corporate 
water management strategy at 
Ontario and Australian operations to 
ensure consistent approach by 2023

Ensure an updated water balance 
model is in place at all sites to 
predict water needs in the short and 
medium term

Integrated Closure Continue to focus on progressive 
reclamation of active mine sites 
while reducing risks at closed sites

Continue to focus on progressive 
reclamation and assessing site-
based approaches to closure 
planning. Continue to reduce risk at 
both active mine sites and closed sites

Submit regulatory package to 
Quebec government and commence 
landform design and revegetation 
activities for Lapa Mine site

→ Develop closure guidelines and 
conduct trial of the gap assessment 
tool at two mine sites that are 
updating existing closure plans

Tailings & Waste Management Ensure Agnico Eagle’s critical 
infrastructure governance model 
is applied consistently across this 
organization with a focus on newly 
acquired sites.

→ Continue to implement the 
governance of critical infrastructure 
at Detour Lake, Macassa and 
Fosterville

Climate Change Develop integrated Climate Change 
Strategy for Agnico Eagle informed 
by scenario analysis that includes 
interim targets

Develop a Corporate Climate 
Standard and site-level 
reduction targets

Long-Term Objectives & Goals
 – Reduce overall number of environmental incidents (moderate and above)
 – 30% reduction of Scope 1 & 2 emissions by 2030
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Topic 2022 Objective 2022 Status 2023 Objectives

   Our People 
We aim to maintain a work environment that is based on mutual respect, fairness and integrity. 

Workforce and Employee 
Engagement 

Regions to continue developing 
plans and finalize improvements 
to workforce cost and productivity 
reporting

→ Develop and implement a plan for 
key opportunities identified in the 
2022 Great Place to Work (GPTW) 
survey. Target a 3% increase globally 
for the Respect dimension.

Diversity & Inclusion Implement interview bias training, 
continue leadership development 
programs, and advance other 
elements of DEI strategy

Ensure DEI strategy is 
communicated and adopted 
throughout the organization

Develop baseline for DEI reporting 
in all regions where we operate

Long-Term Objectives & Goals
 – Agnico Eagle is recognised by GPTW as a Best Place to Work by 2026.
 – Demonstrate progress on advancing women into leadership roles and overall female representation across the organization

Topic 2022 Objective 2022 Status 2023 Objectives

  Communities 
We aim to contribute to the social and economic development of sustainable communities associated with our operations. 

Community Relations and 
Satisfaction

Ensure common approach to 
documenting and mapping of 
stakeholder interactions

Address 100% of grievances within 
30 days

Develop a baseline of community 
relations and satisfaction in all 
regions where we operate

Indigenous Rights and 
Relationships

Continue to negotiate relevant and 
mutually beneficial agreements 
with Indigenous communities and 
ensure full compliance to existing 
agreements

Develop and implement a Truth and 
Reconciliation plan with a focus in 
2023 on education and awareness 

Enhance our process to align 
expectations between Indigenous 
groups and communities, 
governments and Agnico Eagle

Deliver 2,000 hours of culture 
awareness training/activities through 
the Company

Long-Term Objectives & Goals
 – Improve community relations satisfaction in all regions where we operate
 – Enhance capacity-building initiatives focussed on employment, education, training and business opportunities with, and for, 
Indigenous Peoples
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Governance
Good oversight and governance 
strengthens our accountability, enhances 
our sustainability performance and helps 
uphold our core values to operate in an 
ethically responsible manner. 

It is why we have adopted clear policies regarding ethical 
conduct and adherence to strict human rights protection 
standards, and publicly disclosed information on our practices 
and payments.

Our governance structure creates clear lines of accountability, 
gives us the flexibility to adapt to unforeseen circumstances, 
and ensures sustainable practices are considered in all 
aspects of our business.

Policies and Codes of Conduct10

• Sustainable Development Policy
• Indigenous Peoples Engagement Policy
• Diversity and Inclusion Policy
• Code of Business Conduct and Ethics
• Code of Business Ethics for Consultants and 

Contractors
• Anti-Corruption and Anti-Bribery Policy
• Supplier Code of Conduct
• Tailings Management Policy
• Modern Slavery Statement

Figure 1.

Sustainability Management Structure11

Board of Directors

Executive 
Management 
Committees

Board of Directors

Corporate Governance  
Committee

Audit 
Committee

Technical 
Committee

Health, Safety, Environment  
and Sustainable Development 

Committee (HSESD)

CEO/ 
President

Compensation  
Committee

Sustainability 
Management at 
Operations

General Managers 
Accountable for: Operation Specific RMMS Implementation and Performance

Community Relations 
Teams

Health & Safety  
Teams

Environment  
Teams

Human Resource  
Teams

Corporate 
Sustainability 
Structure

Executive Vice-President, 
Operational Excellence

Vice President,  
Health, Safety & 

Security and Advisor 
Indigenous Affairs

Vice President, 
Sustainability & 

Regulatory Affairs

Vice President, 
Health, Safety, Social 

Affairs and People

Vice President, 
Environment &  

Critical Infrastructures

10. List does not include internal policies, standards and governance documents.
11. Effective as of April 30, 2023.
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Anchored in our values
 – Safe production;
 – Open and transparent communications;
 – Highest standards of honesty, 
responsibility and performance;

 – Highest levels of employee engagement;
 – Share and develop employees’ skills 
and expertise; and

 – Maintain our entrepreneurial skills  
and innovative spirit.

Clear and simple
 – Simple practices based on 
common sense;

 – Clarity on people’s roles and 
contributions; and

 – Alignment of employees 
and management on our 
business priorities.

Based on collaboration
 – Encourage respectful open debates  
and healthy discussions; and

 – Recognize success resulting from  
both exceptional contributions  
and teamwork.

A B C

Our Business Strategy
Our mission is to build a high-quality, easy-to-understand business, one that generates superior long-term returns for our 
shareholders, creates a great place to work for our employees and contributes positively to the communities in which 
we operate. Our leadership team will continue to deliver on this mission and reflect the values that have propelled our 
company into a position of leadership in the global business community.

Our business strategy is centred on three pillars: performance, pipeline, and people.

Our Guiding Principles
Agnico Eagle developed a series of Guiding Principles to reinforce our management approach and culture throughout  
the Company.

Performance

 – Execute on Our Five-Year Plan 
 – Optimize Our Assets

People

 – Maintain an Engaged Workforce 
 – Improve Operational Efficiency

Pipeline

 – Build Reserve and Resource Life 
 – Add High-quality Development Assets

Three Pillars of Our Business Strategy

We ensure the protection of human rights by:

• Actively communicating our approach and 
expectations to all stakeholders, including suppliers

• Engaging with stakeholders to understand the 
impacts of our activities and working with them to 
optimize benefits and limit negative impacts

• Implementing effective grievance mechanisms

• Providing human rights training

• Promoting our expectations of suppliers through the 
Supplier Code of Conduct

Security and Human Rights
We conduct business in regions where human rights 
laws are respected and promoted, and we are committed 
to upholding fundamental human rights as defined in 
the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights (UDHR). This includes providing assurance that 
our operations will not support, benefit, or contribute to 
unlawful armed conflict, human rights abuses, or breaches 
of international humanitarian law. We believe everyone 
has the right to a life free from modern slavery and 
condemn all forms of severe exploitation for personal or 
commercial gain. Agnico Eagle does not tolerate the use 
of child labour, prison labour, or any form of forced labour, 
slavery, or servitude.
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We are committed to providing a safe place to work and 
to maintaining the highest health and safety standards. 
Our long-term goal is to strengthen our health and safety 
culture through individual accountability and leadership, 
accompanied by aspirational zero harm safety targets 
and leading performance indicators. We are mindful that 
mining poses workplace risks that must be continuously 
identified and mitigated in order to achieve safe production.

Health and Safety 
Table 2. 

Work-Related Fatal Injuries

2019 2020 2021 2022

Fatalities 0 0 1 1

Figure 2. 

2022 Total Recordable Frequency per 
One Million Hours Worked12

Figure 3. 

2022 Total Health & Safety Incidents  
Resulting in Injury by Type12

2019

7.31

2020

6.54

2021

5.26

2022

4.84

 Lost-Time
 Light Duty
 Medical Aid

67

33

50

Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment
Identifying and mitigating hazards and risks is a key component of 
ensuring the health and safety of everyone at our sites. We are focused 
on prevention and use a risk-based approach consistent with the ISO 
45001 – Occupational Health and Safety Management System. We 
maintain a risk register at all our operations and risks are reviewed at 
regular intervals. We complete regular inspections and audits to ensure 
the highest standard of health and safety at our operations.

We use the Supervision Formula or an equivalent system as a daily risk 
assessment tool at all Agnico Eagle operations and exploration sites. 
This tool gives workers clear roles, responsibilities and expectations for 
identifying, mitigating, and communicating risks. We continue to develop 
additional support tools and training to ensure the optimum use and 
success of the Supervision Formula at our operations.

12.  Safety statistics include both employees and contractors at all our locations. Total recordable frequency excludes Legacy Kirkland Lake Gold sites for 2019-2021. Total Recordable 
Frequency includes lost-time injuries, light duty, and medical aids over 1,000,000 hours worked. A lost-time injury is an injury that results in one or more days/shifts away from 
work, excluding the day of the incident. Light duty is an injury that results in the person not being physically or mentally able to perform all of their normal duties. A medical aid is an 
injury that requires ‘medical treatment’ by a medical practitioner working in a medical facility but does not result in any lost or restricted days/shifts.
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Fosterville mine employees raised a flag on  
September 8 to commemorate ‘RUOK?’ day, paying 
tribute to everyone at work and in the community who 
are working to reduce the stigma around mental health. 
‘RUOK?’ is a harm prevention non-profit organization 
encouraging people to connect meaningfully with family, 
friends and colleagues and lend support to those who 
are struggling with mental health issues. Fosterville also 
sponsored and helped raise additional funds for Lifeline 
Central Victoria and Mallee’s Hello For Hope Week 
which ran from September 5-10. Lifeline Central Victoria 
& Mallee provides telephone crisis support service, 
answering calls from individuals experiencing immediate 
crisis, including thoughts of suicide. 

‘RUOK?’ Day 
Did you know?

Health, Safety and Security Initiatives and Training
We have strong health and safety training programs at 
all our operations, and we harness interactive technology 
to provide online training modules, analyze employee 
training needs and maintain up-to-date training records.

Examples of initiatives and programs include:

• The Key to Your Safety is YOU awareness program 
promoting positive safety behaviours;

• Incident investigation training for Occupational Health 
and Safety Committee members and supervisors;

• Specific risk analyses to assess changes and ensure 
safe adoption of new technology;

• Collaboration programs with contractors to ensure they 
meet our operational health and safety expectations;

• Piloting use of wearable technology for the prevention 
of injuries;

• Use of remote and automated equipment to conduct 
work at a distance and reduce exposure to risks;

• Use of mobile applications for real-time incident 
reporting; and

• Specific training on managing hazardous waste 
in emergencies.

Innovation Flies High – and Low –  
At Agnico Eagle 
How underground drones and other  
technology are keeping mines safe,  
healthy, and more efficient

Agnico Eagle’s Technology and Innovation team is 
continuously testing new technology – including 
underground drones as well as augmented and  
virtual reality – to demonstrate its feasibility in a  
mining environment.

Flying drones underground 

Our LaRonde mine in Quebec is already using drones 
underground to conduct detailed 3-D surveys that 
create incredibly accurate maps of the mine’s stopes 
and galleries.

Drones fly through these stopes and galleries using 
LiDAR technology (Light Detection and Ranging), 
a remote sensing technology that uses rapid laser 
pulses to precisely measure variable distances to  
the terrain.
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Figure 4. 

Climate Action Governance

Executive Vice-President 
Operational Excellence

Vice President Sustainability 
and Regulatory Affairs

Operations  
Management

Steering Committee on Climate-related  
Risks and Opportunities

Board of Directors

Corporate Governance  
Committee

Regional & Site Climate 
Action Team(s)

Audit 
Committee

Climate Management Corporate 
Working Team(s)

Compensation 
Committee

Technical  
Committee

Technical Advisory  
Group

Health, Safety, Environment and Sustainable  
Development Committee (HSESD)

Operational Governance

Climate Change Governance 

Environmental Stewardship
Our efforts focus on minimizing our environmental footprint by preventing or limiting 
emissions and reducing waste. Each of our operations is responsible to identify, 
analyze and manage environmental risks while working in a transparent manner with 
local stakeholders, building a foundation of trust and cooperation.

Energy and Climate Change
Agnico Eagle recognizes the important role that industry 
plays in addressing climate change and is actively working 
on initiatives to help reduce our carbon footprint and 
mitigate climate change-related risks, while continuing 
to grow our operations. Agnico Eagle is committed to 
achieving Net-Zero emissions by 2050. In 2022, Agnico 
Eagle accelerated efforts to ensure a climate resilient 
business by setting an interim reduction target of 30% of 
absolute Scope 1 and 2 emissions by 2030, completing 

site specific climate-related physical risk assessments, 
conducting preliminary scenario planning and publishing 
our first Climate Action Report.

Agnico Eagle became a formal supporter of the Task Force 
on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) in 2021. 
We will continue to support TCFD and work to expand the 
business’s resiliency and annual climate-related disclosures.
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Strategy

Agnico Eagle’s ability to consistently execute our business strategy provides the foundation upon which we aim to respond 
to the various climate-related risks and opportunities that could occur. We rely on our three pillars –  Performance, Pipeline 
and People  –   to build on this strategy and form the basis of Agnico Eagle’s approach.

Performance

• Maintain our position among 
the lowest GHG emission 
senior gold producers, 
backed by the strong 
technical expertise required 
to achieve sustainable energy 
efficiency improvements and 
successfully manage large, 
complex projects.

• Optimize energy use, deploy 
clean energy solutions at 
the mine sites, and shift to 
renewable energy sources.

Pipeline

• Maintain our reputation for 
being a transparent operator 
active in politically stable 
jurisdictions based on a 
regional platform model for 
developing projects.

• Build our pipeline in a 
manner that aligns with our 
climate strategy.

People

• Leverage the skills and 
experience of our employees.

• Leverage our relationships 
and partnerships with 
governments, peers and 
communities to support 
transition initiatives and 
advocate for clean power.

• Develop key partnerships 
with governments and 
along the value chain to 
develop strategic ideas that 
have benefits beyond our 
organization.

Risk Management

At Agnico Eagle, our goal is to ensure our portfolio 
delivers on expectations and lowers operational risk.  
To achieve this, we identify, assess and manage risks 
using our RMMS. In 2022, we continued our efforts 
to identify and assess our climate-related risks and 
opportunities. Our site-based Climate Action Teams 
participated in climate risk assessment workshops. With 
the assistance of independent specialist consultants, each 
site assessed its forward-looking climate-related physical 
risks and discussed potential consequences  

and mitigation measures. We will be using site climate 
risk assessments to develop strategies to harden our sites 
to climate change, as well as to expand our engagement 
with employees and communities about climate-related 
issues.

For more information on our approach to climate-related 
risk management, please refer to our 2022 Climate Action 
Report.
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Figure 5. 

Total GHG Emissions (CO2e Scope 1 and 2) 
and Emission Intensity (tonnes of CO2e 
by gold oz)

Figure 6. 

2022 Proportion of Agnico Eagle Total 
GHG Emissions (Scope 1 and 2) by Region

 Agnico Eagle total emissions (tonnes CO2e)
 Agnico Eagle GHG intensity (tonnes CO2e/gold oz)

2019 2020 2021 2022

1,037k 1,043k
1,180k 1,175k

0.36 0.37 0.37
0.40

 Ontario
 Quebec
 Australia

 Nunavut
 Finland
 Mexico

12%

5%

11%

28%

35%

9%

Agnico Eagle is among the leaders in GHG emissions performance. In 2022, nine of our 10 operations outperformed the industry 
average13 for GHG emissions intensity per gold oz produced, which allows Agnico Eagle to have one of the lowest GHG emission 
intensities of any senior gold producer.

13. Industry average of 0.697 tCO2e for Scope 1 and 2 emissions per oz of gold produced, as per S&P Global Market Intelligence 2021.

Our Performance 

Figure 7.

Our Operations: GHG Reduction Initiatives

Energy Efficiency

 

Improved Heat Recovery Water System Optimization LED Lamps and Solar Cells

7,000 tonnes 
Estimated CO2e saved per year

5,400 tonnes 
Estimated CO2e saved per year

100 tonnes 
Estimated CO2e saved per year

Meadowbank Complex, 
Meliadine Mine, Kittilä Mine 
and LaRonde Complex

Kittilä Mine, Detour Lake Mine Pinos Altos Complex

Electrification and  
Fuel Switching

Battery Electric Vehicles Railveyor™ Truly Autonomous 
System

Electric Car Charging

27 vehicles 
Current BEV Fleet size

7,900 tonnes 
Estimated CO2e saved per year

40+ Stations 
Total stations across all locations

LaRonde Complex, Goldex Mine, 
Kittilä Mine, Detour Lake Mine, 
Macassa Mine and Fosterville Mine

Goldex Mine LaRonde Complex, Macassa Mine,  
Goldex Mine, Rouyn-Noranda and 
Toronto offices

Waste Reduction  
and Circularity 

Biodiesel and Waste to Fuel Tire Longevity Program Energy and Waste Reduction 
Programs Implemented in 2022

1,200 tonnes 
Estimated CO2e saved in 2022

2,520 tonnes  
Estimated CO2e saved in 2022

7,600 tonnes 
Estimated CO2e saved in 2022

Meliadine Mine, Macassa Mine Detour Lake Mine Meadowbank Complex, 
Kittilä Mine, Meliadine Mine 
and LaRonde Complex

Renewable Energy 
Projects

 
 

Passive Solar Wall Solar Power Purchase Agreement Community Partnership Program

LaRonde Complex Pinos Altos Complex Fosterville Mine
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Water Stewardship
Water stewardship includes using water efficiently, maintaining water quality and engaging with communities to 
collaboratively manage shared water resources through the mining life cycle. Water is an important interface between 
our operations, and our stakeholders, including various regulatory agencies, surrounding communities, environmental 
protection organizations, and the public in general. Through these interactions, we can demonstrate how we sustainably 
manage resources by committing to responsible water use and protection of water quality.

Figure 8. 

Total Freshwater Withdrawn for Use (m3) 
and Freshwater for Use Intensity
(m3/gold oz)

 Total freshwater withdrawn for use (m3)
 Total freshwater withdrawn for use intensity  

(m3/gold oz)

2019

9.42M 9.63M 10.1M
9.35M

2020 2021 2022

3.24 3.38 3.20 3.17

Figure 9. 

Percent Water Recycled

2019

2020

2021

2022

78%

79%

78%

78%

• Meliadine began secondary treatment of saline 
water using a Reverse Osmosis Treatment Plan.

• Hope Bay segregates saline and freshwater 
allowing the site to meet the new regulatory 
requirements and continue to successfully 
discharge to the ocean.

• At Hope Bay, increased underground grouting 
has led to less infiltration into the mine workings 
reducing groundwater pumped.

• At Pinos Altos, re-routing of runoff water 
underground has significantly reduced water 
consumption of the underground mine operations.

• At Kittilä, a Nitrogen Removal plant was 
commissioned in 2022 allowing the site to meet 
a more stringent annual nitrogen loading limit in 
the receiving environment.

2022 Key Water 
Stewardship Activities
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Tailings and Waste Management
The health and safety of our people, communities and 
the environment are a top priority of Agnico Eagle’s 
critical infrastructure management programs. As such, 
our management systems are based on a commitment 
to safety and technical rigour at all stages of the mine 
life cycle – design, construction, operation, closure and 

post-closure. We recognize gold mining by its nature 
generates large volumes of waste rock and tailings. We 
monitor waste segregation and rock usage and are always 
pursuing opportunities to optimize use while meeting 
environmental protection requirements.

Board of Directors

Site Management  
Structure

Accountable  
Executive Officer

Responsible Person

Design Engineer

Engineer of Record

Independent Review Board

 Reporting
 Accountability

 Close Interaction

 Agnico Eagle Internal
 External Consultants

Figure 10.

Governance Structure for Critical Infrastructure at Agnico Eagle14

Figure 11. 

Non-Mineral Waste Generated

 Domestic waste sent to landfill
 Domestic waste incinerated
 Domestic waste recycled
 Total hazardous non-mineral waste generated

14%

1%
62%

23%

Incinerator at Meliadine Mine (Nunavut, Canada).

14.  Governance structure only applies to Agnico Eagle operated sites prior to the merger with Kirkland Lake Gold. Implementation of the structure for Macassa, Detour Lake, 
Fosterville, and other former Kirkland Lake Gold assets is underway.
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Key Research Areas

Restoration 
and Closure

Characterization and 
treatment of contaminants 

in mine effluents
Revegetation Valorization of 

tailings and waste

Integration of 
climate change into 

mine design

Environmental Compliance
Environmental impacts are managed through our Risk 
Management and Monitoring System (RMMS). Activities 
that can have environmental impacts are identified 
and assessed; while relevant control measures are 
implemented, maintained and verified. Emergency 
response plans are also developed and tested. Every mine 
and exploration project reports environmental incidents.

Each operation has a dedicated environmental department 
that ensures environmental impacts and incidents are 

managed according to the approved and applicable 
procedure. Based on our Consequence and Probability 
Matrix, there were no significant incidents at our 
operations in 2022. However, there were two instances of 
non-compliance resulting in regulatory notice or infraction 
across the Company.

Non-compliance incidents are reviewed, and mitigation 
measures implemented to manage any impacts if they 
occurred and address root causes.

Environmental Research & Development
Agnico Eagle works with universities and research 
groups in the regions where we operate to develop 
environmentally friendly, innovative and practical solutions 
for the entire life cycle of a mine. Much of this work is 
accomplished by students thus training highly qualified 
personnel who represent the workforce of tomorrow. 
Agnico Eagle is working to actively collaborate with 
research partners because we believe that building 
a sustainable future for all requires robust, effective 
collaboration that maximizes partnership impact.

The environmental research and development group 
facilitates interactions between sites and research centres 
and coordinators to focus R&D on environmentally 
responsible resource extraction. Current projects include: 

• Critical infrastructure reclamation in northern climates;

• A partnership with Research Institute in Mine and 
Environment (RIME) UQAT Polytechnique;

• Partnering in the NSERC-UQAT Industrial Research 
chair on Northern Biodiversity in a Mining Context; 

• A project dedicated to developing an integrated system 
for monitoring biodiversity changes with the University 
of Sherbrooke and several industry and government 
partners; 

• An Industrial Research chair with University of Toronto 
on mine water treatment with freezing technology;

• Tailings and waste rock vegetation program with the 
University of Waterloo;

• A lichen and soil biological crust restoration project with 
the University of Guelph; and 

• An engagement with Mikro-Tek on a trial that 
focuses on using mycorrhizal fungi to help improve 
seedling survival.

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has the potential to be used 
to better inform waste rock management practices. 
Ehsan Vosoughi, a post-doc intern with Agnico Eagle, 
is working on developing Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools 
to predict geoenvironmental parameters, such as the 
acid-generating and metal leaching potentials from 
core scanning data. The results of this research will 
have major benefits on Agnico’s waste management 
strategies and will allow for improved risk evaluation as 
early as the exploration phase.

Did you know?
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Integrated Closure
Closure and reclamation are core elements of our business as ore bodies are finite and therefore depleted over time. Mine 
closure, when well managed, can minimize direct and indirect impacts on ecosystems and society such as environmental 
contamination, health and safety hazards, and impacts on the livelihoods of local communities. We integrate closure in 
life of mine planning and engage with stakeholders so that our operations mitigate risks and can leave a lasting positive 
legacy in the regions where we operate. We engage local communities, governments, and other interested stakeholders 
often on this subject, and we seek to minimize impacts and maximize benefits whenever possible.

All of our operations have closure plans that are regularly updated and have financial assurance in accordance with 
applicable laws. 

2022 Key Highlights

Lapa Mine: Completed Phase I of landform design and planting. The revegetation at Lapa Mine started in 2020 and will be 
executed over three years. Relocation of organic material for the entire site was completed in the Winter 2022/2023.

Pinos Altos Complex: Revegetation activities are ongoing at El Castor Rockfill Storage Facility, Red Oak, White Pine and other 
native seeds are grown in the site’s greenhouse. These and other native plants are collected to be planted at the El Castor Rockfill 
Storage facility.

Kirkland Lake East Mines: This region is comprised of three mines in care and maintenance (Taylor, Holt and Holloway) and 
three sites currently in closure (Aquarius, Hislop and Kirkland Minerals). Work is ongoing to complete risk assessments and 
progressive reclamation plans.

LaRonde: The closure plan for LaRonde and  
Bousquet 2 was accepted in 2022. The chosen approach for the tailing storage facility cover is a geomembrane to limit water 
infiltration. The closure plan for Bousquet 1 (LZ5) was updated and submitted to MENR in Q4 2022. Research for tailings storage 
facilities revegetation over a geomembrane cover is ongoing.

Meadowbank: A number of closure studies were initiated in 2022 and are continuing in 2023. The main studies include updating 
of the TFS and Waste Rock Storage Facilities (WRSFs) cover landform design, the in-pit water management strategy and in pit 
tailings cover. Progressive closure of the WRSFs on completed areas continues, and opportunities for additional progressive 
closure activities during the remaining life of mine are being explored.

Detour Lake Mine: Detour continued progressive reclamation and restoration research for the completed waste rock storage 
facility areas, including earthworks and revegetation. The mine has developed a 3D immersive virtual model to help local and 
Indigenous communities visualize what the site will look like at post-closure. In 2022, Detour received the INAP Leading Practice 
Award which includes geochemical management for closure.

Northern Territory, Australia: Reclamation of a 100-year-old mining camp is underway. Acid generating waste rock was 
excavated and placed into the Cosmo Pit. This waste was layered with non-acid generating waste rock then submerged under 
19 metres of water to inhibit acid rock drainage.

Tree nursery, Pinos Altos Complex (Chihuahua State, northern Mexico).
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Biodiversity by Region
Agnico Eagle operates in a variety of different 
ecosystems, from the Arctic tundra in Nunavut, to the 
boreal forests of Finland, Ontario and Quebec, to the arid 
and semiarid environments of Australia and Mexico. Our 
intent is to adapt our biodiversity management approach 
to the unique circumstances of our operations. We 
recognize that our biodiversity footprint extends beyond 
the limits of our properties to areas of immediate influence. 
Land use planning, done in consultation with authorities 
and local communities, allows us to identify critical habitat 
and species, and put forward initiatives to monitor, study, 
protect and support the sustainability of ecosystems. 
Agnico Eagle’s biodiversity approach is structured to meet 
TSM’s Biodiversity Conservation Management Protocol.

Abitibi, Quebec

Goldex continues to work with local universities to 
introduce pollinating species in mining reclamation. 
LaRonde installed birdhouses for swallows and duck nests 
to provide these animals with safe nesting spaces and to 
avoid installation of nests on infrastructure.

Finland

Kittilä Mine regularly installs and repairs fences to reduce 
occurrences of reindeer intrusions on the property, 
builds bridges for reindeer to cross over ditches, and 
funds tracking collars for reindeer research. The mine 
has a fish monitoring program which includes releasing 
approximately 12,000 one-year-old trout into the 
Seurujoki and Loukinen rivers each year. In 2022, the 
mine implemented a tree planting program following the 
decommissioning of the infiltration fields. This initiative 
has a positive impact on biodiversity inside the mining 
property and contributes to the success of peatland water 
management. The mine’s closure plan was updated 
in 2022 with a target goal of no net loss regarding 
biodiversity in the post-operation phase.

Mexico

In 2022, Pinos Altos began seed sowing using a 
specialized agricultural drone. Reforestation continues to 
be a top priority, with a total of 77.5 hectares reforested 
with native pine and oak species. The reforestation efforts 
have allowed the mine to exceed the established goal of 
planting 100,000 trees in 2022. La India mine continues to 
make a positive impact through the monitoring of local flora 
and fauna throughout the year and continually evaluating 
health status and distribution within local ecosystems.

Nunavut

Both Meliadine Mine and Meadowbank Complex have 
Terrestrial Environment Monitoring and Management 
Plans (TEMMP) that identify potential effects of the mining 
operations to wildlife and wildlife habitat and implements 
measures to mitigate the effects. This includes measures 
to protect caribou such as giving caribou the right-of-
way on all roads, protocols for suspending operations 
when caribou are in proximity to the operations, wildlife 
surveys, and a Terrestrial Advisory Committee (TAG). 
Agnico invests in collaboration with the Government of 
Nunavut to support the caribou collaring program, which 
provides valuable information regarding caribou migratory 
behaviour. All new employees receive training on the 
wildlife protocol which includes directives to minimize 
disturbance to wildlife as part of the onboarding program. 
In 2022, Meliadine hired a biology specialist to work with 
the Environment team, helping to minimize biodiversity 
related impacts and risks.

Ontario

Detour Lake Mine continues to expand its progressive 
reclamation program to include new areas of focus 
and research. In addition to the ongoing native plant 
revegetation research, tailings and test cover programs, 
and lichen and soil biological crust restoration projects, the 
team has included studies using mycorrhizal fungi to help 
improve tree seedling survival, as well as an expansion of 
the lichen transplant trials from greenhouse scale up to a 
field transplant trial. In 2022 Detour Lake Mine partnered 
with Green-First Forestry and the Quebec Ministere des 
Forets, de la Faune et des Parcs to conduct aerial surveys 
of the entire Detour/Kesagami Woodland Caribou range. 
This survey will help study population dynamics and 
support conservation efforts currently underway by both 
Ontario and Quebec, as well as the Canadian Federal 
Government.

Australia

In 2022, at Fosterville Gold Mine, a baseline aquatic 
macroinvertebrate and river health assessment of the 
Campaspe River in the vicinity of the mine continued 
to be carried out. This study focuses on water quality, 
macrophytes, aquatic macroinvertebrates, fish and other 
aquatic fauna (including platypus). In addition to this, a 
pink-tailed worm-lizard assessment at Mount Sugarloaf 
Nature Conservation Reserve, Fosterville, Victoria 
was undertaken. The goal of the project is to better 
understand the distribution of pink-tailed worm-lizard and 
its habitat within the study area, to inform management 
of the species.
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Our People
Agnico Eagle’s people and culture have always been a competitive strength 
and advantage. We seek to be a place where people want to work because it is 
meaningful and offers purpose, and one where they are given the opportunity to 
achieve their full potential. As we grow, we know we must maintain our culture 
and focus, while increasing our inclusivity, to remain a leading employer thriving 
through societal changes.

Figure 12. 

Our Workforce in 2022

LaRonde

Goldex

Kittilä

Pinos Altos

La India

Meadowbank

Meliadine

Hope Bay

Macassa

Detour Lake

Fosterville

Administration

Exploration

1,552

626

1,011

1,392

541

2,026

1,462

258

1,066

2,545

829

305

520

Figure 13. 

Female Representation at Agnico Eagle

2019

15%

2020

14%

2021

15%

2022

15%
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2022 Key Highlights

14,133
Employees and contractors 
working worldwide at the 
end of the year

311,000
Training hours delivered 
to employees in 2022

15% 
of our workforce is female

694 
Indigenous employees 
at our operations

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI) are fundamental 
to Agnico Eagle’s core values of Family, Trust, 
Respect, Responsibility and Equality and essential 
to the growth and success of the Company. Together 
we are working to create a diverse, inclusive and 
collaborative workplace where everyone can show 
up to work as themselves free of barriers or feelings 
of exclusion.

Dr. Leanne Baker 
Scholarship and 
Development Program

In 2021, Agnico Eagle launched an internal 
Scholarship and Development Program in memory of 
Dr. Leanne Baker. Dr. Baker was a valued member 
of Agnico Eagle’s Board of Directors for 17 years, 
had a distinguished career in the metals and mining 
industry and was an inspiration to women in mining. 
Developed in her honour, the program supports the 
advancement of women in Agnico Eagle through 
a two-year mentorship and training program. The 
program provides an array of tools to support 
selected participants in achieving their career goals 
including a scholarship to pursue formal educational 
development and matching with a mentor from 
management to support participants on their journey.

Table 1.

Our DEI Pillars

2022 Key Activities 

Attract, 
Retain and 
Advance 
Diverse 
People 

 – An inaugural group completed its first 
year of the two-year Dr. Leanne Baker 
Scholarship and Development Program;  
a second cohort was also selected

 – Participated in the International Women 
in Resources Mentoring Programme with 
internal mentors and mentees

 – Launched Sanajiksanut in Nunavut, 
a tailored hiring program designed to 
empower and increase our Inuit workforce

Develop 
Inclusive 
Leadership

 – Included the learning objective of “how to 
create an inclusive environment” into our 
Leadership Development Program

 – Partnered with the Canadian Center for 
Diversity and Inclusion (CCDI) to roll out 
voluntary learning opportunities including 
webinars and engaged external speakers 
for various DEI focused topics

Equitable 
and Inclusive 
Workplace 
Practices

 – Reviewed and updated key policies 
including parental leave in Mexico and 
dress code policies to be more inclusive

 – Enhanced our recruitment process to 
promote managing bias by including more 
inclusive interview questions and updated 
our job postings
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Local Employment
Our goal is to hire 100% of our workforce, including our 
management teams, directly from the region/country in 
which each of our operations are located. In 2022, local 
regional employment at Agnico Eagle was 61% for all 
employees and 70% for senior management.

Our Kittilä, Goldex, LaRonde and Fosterville operations 
are more than 85% operated by persons living locally or 
in the region. At Kittilä, our employees come mainly from 
Finnish Lapland, employees at Goldex and LaRonde 
Complex come mainly from the Abitibi region in Quebec, 
Canada, and employees in Fosterville Mine are mainly 
from Bendigo regional area.

At Pinos Altos and La India mines in Mexico, 100% of the 
workforce is from Mexico, with the majority living in the 
northern states of Chihuahua, Sonora, and Sinaloa. We 
continue to work on recruiting and retaining employees 
from smaller communities in proximity to the mine sites.

Due to the remote nature of our Detour Lake Mine and 
Nunavut operations, these sites operate on a rotational 
basis. Employees, whether from the south or nearby 
communities, are transported to the sites to live and 
work at the mine for the duration of their work rotation. 
We remain focused on hiring from the local regions. 
At Detour Lake Mine 54% of employees are from 
Northern Ontario and 15% of Nunavut employees are 
local to the Kivalliq or Kitikmeot regions.

Highlights

 100%
of the workforce at our Mexican operations are 
from Mexico, with the majority living in the northern 
states of Chihuahua, Sonora and Sinaloa

70%
Local senior management 
employment

61%
Local  
employment

Sanajiksanut Inspiring Pride and Empowering the Workforce 
Our new tailored hiring program – the Sanajiksanut 
program – aims to position Agnico Eagle as an 
employer of choice for Nunavummiut. Not only do 
we want to grow local employment, we want to help 
develop local talent through our various custom-built 
training programs and empower our Inuit workforce 
to build their own legacy within their communities. 
Our goal is for this program to inspire and provide 
opportunities to young people – the future of our  
Inuit workforce – who may be considering a career in 
mining or may want to grow their leadership skills.  
For more information on the program visit our website.

We ensure our employees have the tools and skills they 
need to perform their jobs efficiently and safely and to 
achieve their full potential. We place a particular emphasis 
on health and safety training, to ensure our employees 
apply Agnico Eagle’s workplace health and safety 
standards. We provide training that enhances employees’ 
personal and career development opportunities through 
our ‘People Development’ process.

Our people development and training approach includes 
both company-wide and site-specific initiatives. 

Retaining, Training and Developing Our People

Highlights

 11.5%
Total turnover rate for permanent  
Agnico Eagle employees 
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Communities

• Conducted public consultations for the Upper Beaver Project and Fosterville Gold Mine;

• Consulted on the development of a new community-based approach for Nunavut recruiting programs;

• Collaborated with the Government of Sonora in Mexico on the construction of a water supply well in Tarachi, benefiting 
358 people;

• Held senior leadership visits to introduce Agnico Eagle to the neighboring communities of Detour Lake, Macassa, and 
Fosterville operations;

• Promoted culture and preservation of traditions in neighboring communities of Pinos Altos by joining the Day of the 
Dead celebrations, acting as judges for school contests and donating prizes to improve the quality of education for 
214 students; and

• Returned to in-person community events including holiday celebrations, sporting events, site visits, workshop, etc.

2022 Community Engagement Highlights 

Community Engagement
We want to understand the concerns of local stakeholders and for them to understand our activities and priorities. 
Community relations and stakeholder engagement is integrated into our RMMS, ensuring our sustainability programs 
remain focused on stakeholder priorities and social risks are regularly assessed.

As early as possible in the project development phase, we engage and partner with local stakeholders and Indigenous 
communities to assess the levels of social acceptability and potential impacts of the project within the host community.  
This allows us to mitigate potential negative impacts, and discover opportunities for collaboration, avoiding potential 
conflict and building community relationships on a foundation of trust and transparency.

Figure 14 on the following page describes some of the ways we engage with key stakeholders during the life cycle of our 
mining projects. We adapt our initiatives to address the communication preferences of impacted communities; specific 
circumstances related to remote locations; and, to ensure any agreements align with local, regional and/or national 
jurisdiction requirements. 

2022 Key Highlights

$16M 
In community investments

$1.36B 
In local procurement spend

44% 
Proportion of spending with 
locally based suppliers

$1.19B 
Paid to employees in 
wages and benefits
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During all phases of the mining life cycle we strive to:

 – Communicate information through a variety of channels 
including local radio and newspapers, flyers, videos, 
social media and community meetings;

 – Make information accessible in the local language(s) and 
provide translation;

 – Have processes to include vulnerable groups11 in community 
engagements initiatives; 

 – Engage with local stakeholders to identify community needs 
and priorities for social investments that respect our values;

 – Collaborate and partner with local stakeholders to mitigate 
and avoid social impacts;

 – Advertise local employment and local business 
opportunities; 

 – Uphold clear grievance processes and mechanisms;
 – Align engagement plans with stakeholder mapping; and
 – Publicly disclose results of impact assessments.

Community Partnership: Fosterville Helps Community Recover from 
Devastating Floods in Australia 

Record heavy rainfall and flooding put communities 
and infrastructure at risk in Central Victoria, Australia in 
late 2022. In response to the Victoria State Emergency 
Service’s request for assistance, 18 members of the 
Fosterville Emergency Response Team, along with 
Fosterville employees readily volunteered to provide relief 
efforts through water rescue, sandbagging and evacuating 
residents in badly affected areas. 

In addition, a delegation from our Fosterville Gold Mine 
visited the community of Rochester in December,  
pledging AUD 750,000 to help the community recover  
from the devastation.

The funding – which was awarded through the Agnico 
Eagle Community Partnership Program – will be used to 
repair and upgrade the Rochester Recreation Reserve  
and to help the Rochester Community House create a  
new home and fully staff its team, so they can continue  
to provide vital support services to the community. 

For more information on this story, and to view other 
community initiatives in detail, visit our website.

This support from Agnico Eagle will make a  
world of difference to our team, making it 
possible for us to hire more staff, which will  
give us a real boost as we head into 2023.”

–  Amanda Logie, Manager,  
Rochester Community House 

Major Initiatives
 – Assign specific personnel 
responsible for community relations
 – Implement a communications 
strategy
 – Identify and communicate with key 
stakeholders and Indigenous groups
 – Engage with rightsholders
 – Collect socio-economic 
baseline data

Major Initiatives
 – Perform social impact assessments
 – Hold public hearing, information and 
consultation sessions
 – Negotiate project benefit agreements 
with Indigenous Peoples
 – Open community offices
 – Grow Community Relations Team
 – Establish local or project specific 
community grievance process

Major Initiatives
 – Hold regular community information 
and consultation sessions
 – Establish community collaboration 
committees
 –  Ensure a regional website/social 
media presence
 – Hold regular on-site events
 – Perform socio-economic impact 
monitoring

Major Initiatives
 – Implement social closure 
plan and monitor impacts
 – Implement a communication 
strategy

Closure and  
ReclamationOperationsProject DevelopmentExploration

Figure 14.

Community Engagement Initiatives During the Mine Life Cycle
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Indigenous Relations
Fostering positive and collaborative relationships with 
local Indigenous Peoples is essential for building the 
foundations of a successful project and ensuring mutual 
benefits for all. Agnico Eagle supports the United 
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 
(UNDRIP) and applies its principles, norms and standards 
through our Indigenous Peoples Engagement Policy.

As a global mining company, we engage with many 
different Indigenous Peoples and communities who 

each have their own unique histories, languages, 
cultural practices and spiritual beliefs. We take steps to 
reduce barriers to meaningful participation by adapting 
our engagement activities to the specific context and 
indigenous-led processes in the areas where we have 
activities. Examples include providing project information 
in culturally appropriate languages, adding traditional place 
names to project maps, providing audio summaries on our 
website and addressing technological access.

2022 Key Initiatives 

• Signed a memorandum of understanding to conclude a 
collaboration agreement with Lac Simon and Kitcsisakik 
First Nations for the Akasaba West Project;

• Held introductory meetings with Indigenous communities 
following the merger with Kirkland Lake Gold;

• Conducted a strategic session with Indigenous Nation 
to ensure successful implementation of Impact Benefit 
Agreement (IBA) at Detour Mine;

• Met with Indigenous communities regarding the West 
Detour Project, including virtual community meetings 
and ongoing presentations supported with plain 
language materials;

• Partnered with an Ojibway Nation to build an inaugural 
Health Centre in Matachewan, Northern Ontario;

• Held discussions with Indigenous communities on 
permitting consultations for the Upper Beaver Project, 
collaboration on a socio-economic and traditional 
knowledge study, and development of Impact Benefit 
Agreements (IBAs);

• Met with Chiefs of Indigenous communities for the 
Hammond Reef project to communicate the change in 
project status to care and maintenance;

• Completed review of Inuit Impact Benefits Agreements 
(IIBAs) with the Kivalliq Inuit Association;

• Continued work to increase Inuit employment including 
launching the Sanajiksanut program; 

• Continued meeting with the Traditional Owners around 
the Fosterville Mine to learn about the cultural heritage 
and establish the terms of a working relationship;

• Launched pilot project at LaRonde for thoughtful 
integration of the Indigenous workforce; and 

• Collaborated with professional centres and Indigenous 
communities on initiatives to provide dedicated courses 
on heavy equipment and articulated truck operation to 
members and increase hiring of Indigenous Peoples into 
our Abitibi mine sites.

Rankin Inlet (Nunavut, Canada).
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Table 2.

2022 Economic Value Distributed (000 USD)15

Total  
Revenue

Payment to 
Suppliers

Employee 
Wages & 
Benefits

Payments to 
Providers of 
Capital

Income and 
Resource 
Taxes

Community 
Investments

Total Economic 
Value Distributed

Agnico Eagle $5,330,745 $3,194,066 $1,190,902 $815,489 $292,946 $16,089 $5,509,492

Australia $687,219 $212,582 $69,731 $117,106 $403,067

Canada $3,896,331 $2,494,814 $947,324 $119,186 $5,116,745

Finland $407,669 $274,190 $50,430 $35,507 $360,593

Mexico $339,525 $208,776 $120,479 $21,146 $351,323

Other16 $0 $3,704 $2,938 $0 $6,643

Figure 15. 

Operation Payments to Local Suppliers17

2020

1.24B

2021

1.58B

2022

1.36B

Figure 16. 

2022 Community Investments

  Health
  Culture
  Economic  
Development

  Education Funding
  Sports
  Promotion and 
Sponsorship

$500k

$7.0M

$500k

$5.5M

$1.0M

$1.5M

15.   Amounts for Agnico Eagle are on a consolidated basis as described in our 2022 Annual Report; however, to ensure comparable reporting boundaries across value sharing data 
disclosed in this report Canadian Malartic data is omitted for all indicators except payments to providers of capital. Amounts from former Kirkland Lake Gold assets are for the full 
reporting period. 

16.  Includes payments from Netherlands, Sweden, United States and Barbados; for a detailed breakdown consult our ESG performance table available on our website.
17.  Value for 2020 has been restated to ensure consistency with year-over-year reporting.

Benefit Footprint
We generate direct economic value in the countries, 
regions and communities where we operate through 
tax and royalty payments, local hiring and procurement, 
and community investments. We work together with 
communities to assess potential opportunities to 
enhance local economic benefits and create economic 
prosperity beyond the life of mine.

We disclose on an annual basis specific payments 
made to all governments in Canada and abroad 
including taxes and royalties, as per the Canadian 
Extractive Sector Transparency Measures Act (ESTMA). 
Our ESTMA reports are available on our website. For 
more detailed information on financial performance 
refer to our 2022 Annual Report.
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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

Certain statements contained in this summary report constitute forward-looking statements or forward-looking information 
within the meaning of applicable securities laws and are referred to herein as “forward-looking statements”. Such statements 
include, without limitation, statements regarding the Company’s future plans in the areas of sustainable development, health, 
safety, human resources, environment, community development and climate change action. Many factors, known and unknown, 
could cause the actual results to be materially different from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. 
Such statements reflect the Company’s views as at the date of this report and are subject to certain risks, uncertainties and 
assumptions, and undue reliance should not be placed on such statements. For a detailed discussion of such risks and other 
factors that may affect the Company’s ability to achieve the expectations set forth in the forward-looking statements contained 
in this report, please see the Company’s Annual Information Form for the year ended December 31, 2022 filed with Canadian 
securities regulators on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. Other than as required by law, the Company does not intend, and does not 
assume any obligation, to update these forward-looking statements.
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Agnico Eagle Mines Limited
145 King Street East, Suite 400
Toronto, Canada M5C 2Y7

Contact Us

We invite your comments and questions about this report.  
To learn more, please visit our website at agnicoeagle.com  
or send us an email at SD@agnicoeagle.com

Read our full 2022 Sustainability Report at:
www.agnicoeagle.com

http://www.agnicoeagle.com
mailto:SD%40agnicoeagle.com?subject=Sustainability%20Report
https://www.agnicoeagle.com/English/sustainability/sd-reports-archive/default.aspx

